PRESS KIT
WINTER 2019-2020

LES CARROZ
IN THE " FLOW* "
Gateway to an XXL ski area (the Grand Massif), the village
resort of Les Carroz unfurls its white carpet to reveal ski
runs in every colour to whoever wishes to express their joy
(of living and snow sports). Skiing is at one’s own pace, in
amongst the pine trees and against picture backdrops; it is
also possible to take a lovely run back to the village in
between chalets. Up high, you can unwind; Les Carroz gives
free rein to those who wish to disconnect with après-ski
carrying on under the stars, and some unique experiences.
Here, you really do share the life of a resort that led the
way in winter sports, revealing its true natural, sporting and
family character with the life of a mountain village perched
at an altitude of 1200m, where refuge can be found in charming
sanctuaries. Welcome to Les Carroz!
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Gateway to the
Grand Massif

Ski cool
or ski safari

Their office?
The slopes!

Snow making
and exclusive
holiday deals

Kids O Carroz
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3 star experiences

On show

Looking back at
Les Carroz

Slow Carroz

The sanctuaries

SKIING
from 14th December 2019 to 19th April 2020.

FIRST SNOW
we’ll let you know when it “settles”!

PRESS CONTACTS
*

Flow: an optimal life experience, total immersion, a feeling
of spontaneous joy, or even ecstasy during an activity. A flow
state is also known as “being in the zone”.

Nadine CARLE-EDGAR
+44 (0)7905 252460 – nadine@montagnes.uk.com
Mélanie IMBERTI - Les Carroz Tourist Office
+33 (0)4 56 12 80 02 – melanie@lescarroz.com
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> GATEWAY TO
THE GRAND MASSIF

> GREAT SKIING
IN A NATURAL SETTING

Les Carroz provides very easy access directly into
the slopes: great skiing amongst the trees and with
stunning views. It is only 10 minutes from the motorway
exit, 50 minutes from Geneva airport and 2 hours from
Lyon. Skiers come to Les Carroz for a day, a weekend
or a week to enjoy the Grand Massif at their own pace.
Head for one of two starting points in Les Carroz:
Carroz 1200 (Kédeuze gondola) or Carroz 1500 (Molliets
and Tête des Saix chairlifts). Les Carroz 1200 is the
practical starting point for those staying in the
village centre and for when children are in ski school;
whereas starting from Les Carroz 1500 provides a rapid
access for those that want to head straight to the
top of the resort at the Tête des Saix, a favourite
“selfie” spot.

No motorway skiing where everyone tries to show off!
Individuality shines out here where everyone can easily
practice their own style of winter sports. Because in
the Grand Massif, great skiing and skiing in nature
effortlessly merge into one. The ski area is a wonderful
winter sports playground; cool for beginners, fun for
children, outings for foodies and sporty for fanatics.

SKI, YOU’RE ON CAMERA!

> THE COMPLETE TOUR
WITHOUT REMOVING SKIS
With 40,000 hectares of forest and 265 km of ski runs,
the Grand Massif is one of the largest ski-linked Alpine
ski areas in France: 5 interconnected resorts and 143
pistes for all abilities. The top of the slopes at the
Tête des Saix (2120m) provides a bird’s eye view of
the Arve valley and a 360o view from Mont Blanc to the
Aravis, from the Jura to Lake Geneva and the Swiss Alps.
Each resort has its own emblematic piste: Les Timalets
in Les Carroz, Marvel in Morillon, Aigle Noire in
Samoëns, Les Cascades in Sixt Fer-à-Cheval and Mephisto
in Flaine.

Videozone and wi-fi hotspot at the OASIS Cool Zone: 7
cameras and a wide-screen TV allow you to watch your
progress and instantaneously share your exploits in Les
Carroz on social media; and all by synchronising your
lift pass. A pretty cool souvenir!

AUTO SELFIE ON THE CHAIRLIFT
An automatic photo system has been installed for this
winter along the ride up on the Tête des Saix highspeed chairlift, with a collection point on arrival
at the top - highest point and heart of the ski area.

> HAPPY SKI !
The winter sports experience in Les Carroz can
best be described as panoramic and fun. Head for
the Oasis Cool Zone, an area entirely dedicated
to winter sports fun and one not to be missed, a
spot where palm trees have rooted themselves in
this pristine white setting. The boardercross (blue
level) is one where the whole family can try out
the banked turns, jumps, rollers and bump ball.
Having gained experience on this fun run, head for
the Gron boardercross (red level). A favourite spot
for speed freaks is the “Speed Experience Zone”
run in the Airon bowl, an ideal place to learn to
master one’s speed which is displayed at the end of
the run! Teens love it!! At the snowpark, there are
20 features for learning and practising freestyle
techniques.
Another favourite spot for Les Carroz’s ski fanatics
is the secure and marked out Corbalanche freestyle
zone, with a panoramic starting point from the top
of the Tête des Saix chairlift and where there is
an AVD checkpoint for checking that one’s avalanche
transceiver is functioning properly.
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> THEIR OFFICE? THE SLOPES!

MAN-MADE SNOW AND THE ENVIRONMENT?
Snow production does not involve any additives, or
other chemical intervention. This means that production
and melting of man-made snow doesn’t release any
substance that would have an impact on the environment.
The snowmakers of today, require fewer resources for a
better and greater production.

> SNOW MAKING
2018-2019 winter season: Les Carroz was the only midaltitude resort in the Haute Savoie to provide skiing
back to the village on both of its dedicated slopes,
thanks to its snow-making equipment. To this end, Les
Carroz is planning ahead: renovation of its snow-making
facilities and investment in ecological techniques in
keeping with its environmental commitment.

NICOLAS PONCET

DAMIEN SIEGA

CHRISTIAN ALLAMAND

Ski patroller, avalanche rescue dog handler

Snow grooming manager AND ski patroller

Ski club trainer and chairman

Nicolas and Nawak make a symbolic
pairing in the ski area. One is a ski
patroller- dog handler, the other an
avalanche rescue dog. For the last
two and a half years, he has teamed
up with this flat-coated retriever,
a working dog aged two and a half
months old when they got together.
Nawak accompanies Nicolas all day
long on the slopes (securing and
marking out the ski runs, manning
first aid posts, AVD training…).
Nawak’s role? To find victims buried
under avalanches within Les Carroz’s
ski area as well as in other resorts,
and is quite adept at jumping into
helicopters; the duo are a reference
within the Haute Savoie department.

Holding two positions is quite
unusual! At 8.30am this key player
in the ski area coordinates the
opening of the slopes; during the
day, he is on patrol, always with
an eye on the weather and snow
condition. At 5.30 pm, he is ready to
meet up with his team and to maintain
the 100 hectares exposed to the
sun and other weather variations,
equipped with their state-of-the-art
machinery.
The grooming schedule requires a
lot of expertise to work out, being
adapted every day to guarantee that
skiers can enjoy the same snow
quality.

Since joining Les Carroz’s ski
club aged 6, he has never left it.
Having started out in competition,
he went on to become trainer and he
has a deep-rooted desire to transmit
his passion. In fact, he taught 6
of today’s trainers to ski. His
role? Managing training schedules,
organising Federation races or
championships (20 last winter),
coordinating stadium course settings
and training budding champions; 100
alpine skiers and 30 snowboarders
train for up to 5 days a week.
Enough to inspire a career, just
like Evan Klufts currently in the
French junior team and pride of the
club which is celebrating its 90th
anniversary this season.

CATHY RUBIN

NICOLAS ROIRON

OLIVIER BULOZ

Chairlift operator

Operations manager,
the youngest in France

Ski instructor and director
at the ESF in Les Carroz

››› INTERVIEWS ON REQUEST.
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GUARANTEED SNOW IN LES CARROZ?
For the past 3 years, Les Carroz’s ski area has invested*
in the renovation of its stock of 167 snow-making
machines. The investment now means a 40% snow-coverage
of the ski area. Even in summer, work is carried out to
improve the sustainability of the snow through grooming
schedules, terracing, seeding, selecting flowers/plants
in concertation with farmers, ensuring good soil base
which will help to conserve the snow for longer.

SNOW MAKING IN LES CARROZ
IN 3 KEY QUESTIONS

*

“MAN-MADE SNOW” OR “ARTIFICIAL”?
A change in terminology. The preferred term now is
“man-made snow” since snow-making machines are now able
to produce real snow from water and cold air. 1m3 of
water is used to make 2m3 of snow. The use of water from
mountain reservoirs is strictly controlled; water is
reused from one year to the next as it is “stocked” in
the lakes when the snow melts.

2.5 million euros

> Snow-making service in Les Carroz:
3 professionals ensuring 100 days of production
(i.e. 10 x 10 hour nights)

››› COMPLETE SUBJECT AND
INTERVIEWS ON REQUEST.

> SKIING
HOLIDAY DEALS
‷

‷

‷

‷

EXPERIENCE

PROMOTION

HOLIDAY

SPRING SKIING 2020

SKI WITH THE BOSS!

EVERYONE’S A CHILD
IN LES CARROZ!

CHRISTMAS MAGIC

BEGINNERS WELCOME!

Discounted lift passes and
presents: ski lessons,
alpine coaster ride, ski
locker. As a bonus: story
tale walk by torchlight,
Christmas carols,
torchlight descent, fairytale shows and fireworks…
From 1889€* per week for 2
adults and 2 children
Holiday valid from 21 to
28/12/2019

Learn to ski at any age and
at low cost
For a 2-adult beginner
pack bought (368€), a
Beginner Pack is included
for free* including 6 days’
lift pass, 6 ski lessons,
equipment and ski locker.
Deal valid from 14/03 to
17/04/2020

Two hours skiing VIP
style, with secret spots
and privileges, in the
company of Oliver, Adrien
and Philippe (ESF, ski
area and tourist office
director).
219€ per person per week,
including accommodation, 6
day lift pass -40%, free
ski locker.
From 14 to 20/12/2019
From 4 to 24/01/2020
From 4 to 17/04/2020

Adult lift pass at the
price of a child’s pass!
Offer is valid… for 1st
skiing day on either
21st, 22nd or 23rd December
2019 and from 28th March
2020 until the end of the
season.
Price example for 4 GRAND
MASSIF lift passes (2
adults + 2 children) for
a duration of 6 days:
765.50 €.
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> THE KIDS
O CARROZ
PLAYLIST

> VISIT AT THE FARM

> ICE RINK

> “MUSHING” DRIVING
A SLED DOG TEAM

> SNOWSHOE WALK

> CROSS-COUNTRY
SKIING

HERE, THE VERY
YOUNG HAVE THEIR
VERY OWN APRÈS-SKI
> PARAGLIDING
(from 7 years old)

(from 7 years old)

> KIDS O CARROZ
LES CARROZ, THE KIDS’ RESORT!
This is the place for firsts for those little
ones: first turns, then first pole plant. A quick
run over their favourite spots and activities.

WHERE TO BEGIN?
⁕ SKI KINDERGARTEN
nd

2 winter for this new site dedicated for the very young
(from the age of 3) to learn to ski. Plus points? Sunny
exposition, two covered magic carpets, fun (and new)
features and its situation right next to the bottom of
the gondola it is much appreciated by skiing parents.

⁕ « FIGARO »

A free ski run between the gondola and the village,
served by a covered magic carpet. Parents love taking
their little beginners there!

⁕ « COIN COIN »

THE slope for little skiers at the top of the gondola,
surrounded by pine trees and equipped with a covered
magic carpet and a gentle draglift.

⁕ « PLEIN SOLEIL »

The instructors’ favourite slope for gradually
imparting the joys of winter sports.

⁕ « OASIS COOL ZONE »

The place for those first (little) jumps and thrills on
the Boardercross designed for families (blue level).
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> KID’O’SKI
CLUB FOR 3+ YEAR OLDS
Exclusive service reserved to 3 - 12
year olds, this is a club laying on fun
activities run by qualified play leaders,
who also accompany children to their ski
lessons.
From 28€ for a half-day.
Ternelia Les Flocons Verts

> LES CARROZ, 1st… SCHOOL
SKI TRIP
School ski trips: a lost tradition? Not in Les Carroz,
pioneer resort of skiing for everyone. Making skiing
accessible is the DNA of Les Carroz. 4 residential
group centres still welcome school trips from all over
France in winter, equating to 28,000 nights in Les
Carroz. Creil, Cormeilles-en-Véxin, Aigues Mortes,
Forges les Eaux, Dieue sur Meuse and Annecy are amongst
the most loyal.

EXCL: COMPETITION “MY SCHOOL SKI TRIP”
“Tell us about your week’s skiing in the ski area”: each
class that came to the Grand Massif can send in text/
drawings/photos/audio/video. The price, after jury
deliberation: a trophy for the school and a voucher to
be redeemed against the school’s next trip. The 2019
winner? The Ecole Louise Michel primary school in Creil
in the Oise (near Paris).

> FOR MUM AND DAD
FREEWHEELING :
E-FATBIKE OR SNOW MTB
The winter version of mountain biking means that Mum
and Dad can go on wonderful outings. Astride a bike
with XXL snow tyres and extra wide wheels for a 6km or
10km ride on an electrically assisted fatbike through
the woods and along various trails. On an e-fatbike,
Mum, Dad and teens have free rein to pump it up a bit
and get the heart going in Les Carroz to stay in top
shape. It’ll be wild!

> THREE WAYS TO GO
TOBOGGANING
After skiing, the other popular winter sports activity is
tobogganing. Gentle version: head for the Bardelle slope
in the village, a dedicated, protected and supervised area
which is equipped with a covered magic carpet to get
back to the top without tiring yourself out, providing
unlimited hilarity.
Less traditional version: head for the « SPEED DRAGOZ »
alpine coaster, an 850m long railed circuit through the
forest which starts beside the bottom of the Kédeuze
gondola. No need to take off ski boots and salopettes.
Go for (at least) two runs: one with your eyes wide
open as you ride the banked turns and the other with a
virtual reality headset to provide even greater thrills.
Accessible to children from the age of 4 (1.05m) along with
a parent or alone from the age of 8-9 (1.25m).
Open every day from 3pm to 7pm

A NEW 3D 360 BLACK VALLEY
VIRTUAL REALITY FILM
Complementary to the film which has been used ever since the
Coaster opened at the end of 2018, a second film entitled
“Black Valley” is being released for this Christmas 2019.
You will still see the Dragoz, Les Carroz’s funny little
monsters, in a Far West setting with Grand Canyon and mine
train. On the way up, the challenge is to capture the 4
bandits that robbed the bank… and to recover the loot!
Linked tobogganing is a 3rd alternative for the whole
family to have a go at: a run down on toboggans linked
together on closed and protected slopes (from 7 years old).
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OUI PLAY
FIRST INTER-COMPANY FUN EVENT
25TH JANUARY 2020

> 3 STAR EXPERIENCES
BY LES CARROZ
NIGHT-TIME
TORCHLIGHT DESCENT WITH
YOUR TEENAGE CHILD
To be “flamboyant” for an evening, take the last gondola ride up to the top at 5pm. Meet up for a shared fondue.
Beforehand everyone will have the privilege of enjoying the sunset, a #Instagram moment for teens! At nightfall,
torch in hand and skis on, the parade can begin on the Timalets, Les Carroz’s emblematic red run, a sparkling sight
that can be seen from the valley below. Taking part in Les Carroz’s torchlight descent is when you and your teenage
child can perform together for an evening.

> ON SHOW
QUICK ZOOM OVER
LES CARROZ’S 4 WINTER HIGHLIGHTS

TAKE YOUR FONDUE FORK
THE EVENT FOR GOURMET TOURING FANS
7TH FEBRUARY AND 13TH MARCH 2020

Adults and children aged over 12 - 5€.
30th December, 12th, 18th and 25th February, 4th March.
WWW.LESCARROZ.COM

SEA AND MOUNTAIN TROPHY:
SET COURSE FOR LES CARROZ
TH
FROM 19 TO 22ND JANUARY 2020

This winter, we will reach for the stars on two
occasions! For regulars and newbies alike, “Take your
fondue fork” is a ski touring event that takes place
at nightfall followed by a fondue at the top. Open to
anyone, we meet at 5.30pm at the bottom of the gondola,
put our skins on and then all together we head up the
mountain on this untimed climb. From a sports point
of view, it comprises 600m of elevation gain. From a
gourmet point of view, there is a fondue to enjoy on
arrival. From a reflective point of view, there is a
360o view and the setting sun to enjoy.
WWW.LESCARROZ.COM

JUST LIKE A TRAPPER
SNOWSHOE WALK WITH TEEPEE EVENING

Les Carroz 1500 at nightfall is the place where the
evening’s “trappers” meet up with their snowshoes. The
nocturnal walk through the Molliets forest is magical:
the only sound is the crunch of snowshoes on fresh
snow; the only light is that of the stars. Destination
Martial’s teepee where a gourmet surprise awaits his
guests: his own special recipe for fondue cooked over
an open fire. Upon reaching the teepee, everyone helps
to keep the flames going and warm the cockles of their
heart. The teepee is a little haven where everyone
unwinds and younger ones fall asleep on animal skins,
after having toasted their marshmallows. Then it’s time
to put on the snowshoes and head home by the light of
torches.
25€ for the walk.
20€ for the teepee meal.
WWW.LAVACHEQUIRIDE.COM
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The 2nd edition of this mountain sporting challenge to
proudly represent your firm and to build team spirit
within the participating businesses. Daring, solidarity
and surpassing oneself are the keys for the teams
taking part: fatbike, obstacle course, orienteering
course, short track. snowboard and alpine skiing, snow
trail running, climbing, escape game, flying kilometre,
archery, air board, biathlon, boarder and ski cross.
WWW.OUIPLAY.CO

IT’S BECOMING POPULAR
SKI TOURING UNDER THE STARS

Night-time ski touring is permitted in Les Carroz!
There are three marked trails in Les Carroz for touring
fanatics or those who wish to have a go at this uphill
winter sport and a desire to push themselves a bit
further to reach the heights and wonderful views.
The ESF take those curious to discover this ever popular
sport on a 1.5 hour outing to get the heart going; free
of charge and accessible to those aged over 16. For
those wishing to get to the top, an accompanied outing
is organised every Thursday (payable). The run downhill
is on the ski slopes and the three hour outing ends
with a shared picnic in true tradition of ski tourers.

This unique event which has become an essential
diary date was thought up in 1994 by yachtsman Eric
Loizeau, to bring together famous personalities from
these two environments. Two champions (one sailor, one
mountaineer) team up with a child from the village
for a 4 day amical competition. The 2020 Sea Mountain
Trophy’s values are those upheld by the crew of the
Maewan, a sailboat endorsed by the resort: sport and
excelling oneself, social welfare and education,
protection of the environment.
More accustomed to sailing the seas, the sailors
will be swapping their sailing jackets for skis and
sharpening their edges. Those that have accepted the
invitation: François Gabart, Franck Cammas, Armel Le
Cléac’h, Marie Dorin, Aurélien Ducroz, Nathan Paulin,
Laurence de la Férrière…

SKI SHOW
THE RESORT’S PROS PUT ON A SHOW
19TH AND 26TH FEBRUARY 2020
Don’t miss this winter’s event where, in a single
evening, you can meet all of those involved in Les
Carroz’s ski area: snow groomers, ski patrollers, ski
instructors, ski lift staff, ski and snowboard club… As
night falls, displays follow one after the other on the
Timalets, Les Carroz’s emblematic piste: instructors
skiing in LED suits, groups in formation, olden times
skiing in full costume, snow groomer demonstration,
show by the ski club children… Two special dates for
your diary this winter.
WWW.LESCARROZ.COM

Trails:WWW.LESCARROZ.COM
Outings: WWW.ESF-LESCARROZ.COM
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> SLOW CARROZ
FREE REIN TO THOSE WHO SWITCH OFF!
HERE ARE 3 IDEAS TO FOLLOW YOUR “FLOW” IN LES CARROZ

Could Les Carroz be the new base camp for yogis? Snowshoeing
through the Molliets forest, stepping in time with your heart
beat, leaving your imprint in the snow, balancing postures,
outdoor meditating whilst making your way to the teepee where
you can rekindle your “chi” (inner light), warm yourself with
a mulled wine and toast marshmallows… Treat yourself to Les
Carroz’s Zen combination after a half day on the slopes.
Once a week during the winter season: 2pm - 5pm with “La Vache
qui ride” and “Yoga Ô Tipi”- Les Carroz.

> LOOKING BACK
AT LES CARROZ
SKIING FROM 1936
“Once upon a time there was a high country covered in
forests… If one day, we write the history of these
lands, we should start with that!” as quoted André
Louis Trabut.
The first event in the history of skiing in Les Carroz
was the creation of the ski club in 1930, the Swiss
being the first tourists drawn here at the time. The
first draglift was inaugurated on 29th January 1939 and
for a long time remained the longest in Europe (1600m);
at the time it was “surface lift” at the forefront of
technology which enabled 180 people an hour to reach
the summit of the “Kédeuze”! This symbolised the birth
of the resort. The first two employees of THE lift were
Fernand Passy who was at the ticket office and Prosper
Renaud who was the lift operator; it was subsequently
replaced by a gondola lift in 1954 retaining the name
“Kédeuze”.

THE FIRST SLOPES
The first lift pass was sold in 1938: the “button tow”
enabled skiers to descend several ski runs, including
the Timalets, which today is the resort’s emblematic
red run for skiers to ski back to the village.

POST 39-45 WAR: SECOND START
7 years follow before a second draglift was installed
in 1947: the Figaro, whilst pioneer instructors were
giving their first lessons. Fernand and Hubert Moret
were the creative visionaries: to have a draglift
which linked the village to the start of the Kédeuze
for children and beginners. The Figaro slope and its
eponymous draglift are still used today by skiers
making their first turns.

2020 WINTER SEASON
The Arâches - La Frasse ski club, as it was known at
the time, was created on 1st October 1930 and plays
an important role in the resort’s history: the first
organisation set up with the aim of promoting skiing.
The ski club was to have several sporting achievements,
notably with Maurice Poncet in downhill, slalom and
combined disciplines, as well as organising some
fantastic competitions in the 50’s with the French
team. 90 years later on, the club is still training
future ski and snowboard champions.

››› COMPLETE HISTORY ON REQUEST.
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⁕ TRAPPERS’ YOGA AT THE TEEPEE

⁕ GLOW AT THE AQUACÎME

⁕ SKIER’S MASSAGE

Treat oneself to a scintillating après-ski in water at
32 degrees! Everyone will enjoy the bubbles in this
mountain spa/pool complex; even baby will love to be
tickled by them… A must after a sunny day on the
ski slopes when the sky takes on a pink hue. At the
Aquacîme, adults can top up their relaxation session in
the sauna and steam room, whilst the sportier can round
off in the fitness area.
Open every day until 8pm or 9pm for night sessions.
Entry fee from 17€.

A massage is the best way to recover after a day on
the slopes! To try out during a skiing holiday in Les
Carroz: the “Signature Ô des Cimes” après ski treatment
is a 75 minute process using CODAGE which helps to reduce
stiffness and which stimulates skin which has been
weakened by the cold. Children can also get a feeling
for the pleasures of being pampered with “Toofruit”
treatments designed for 6-12 year olds in the two “Ô
des Cimes” spas in Les Carroz and at “Nougatine” in the
Pierre et Vacances residence.

FREEDOM OF CHOICE FOR ALL GOURMETS!
HERE ARE 3 IDEAS TO STIMULATE YOUR TASTE BUDS
AND TO FINDING THE TRUE SPIRIT OF LES CARROZ.
SAMPLE THE FRUIT OF LAETITIA’S PASSION…
… or the gems from her 58 goats, at the Pierre à Laya
Goat barn (Arâches is 5 minutes from the resort). An
informative visit is organised every week; the ideal
occasion to taste the “catelu” in particular (the name
given to inhabitants of Les Carroz) and for which
Laetitia received the “Fermier d’Or” prize in 2018.
LES CARROZ’S RAVIOLI
This is the other gourmet speciality in Les Carroz: to
eat here or take home: Les Carroz’s ravioli!
TEA TIME
We have found the best places! The high class
establishment in the village for a tea break is at
Ballin’s. Artisan pastry and chocolate maker for
the past 20 years, renowned for his three delicious
specialities: his Savoy biscuit, his walnut and caramel
tart and his bilberry and raspberry tart.
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> LES CARROZ’S SOUL
IN 6 SANCTUARIES

1

HÔTEL LES SERVAGES
D’ARMELLE****
Luxury, pleasure and delicacies
in the mountain

At the foot of the emblematic
Timalets ski run, this 4 star hotel
(3 “pavillons rouge” in the Michelin
guide) has everything that you would
expect of an exceptionally great
hotel. The bedrooms and suites,
decorated in raw timber and Alpine
granite, have a traditional charm
and the comfort of a family home,
with views over the Aravis mountain
range and the valley as a bonus.
Armelle and her husband fell in love
with these summer chalets dating back
to 1788 and transformed them into a
hotel with 10 bedrooms each with a
fireplace, combining tradition with
modern design.
Night from 285€.
Restaurant: 2 chefs hats in Gault
et Millau; 3 red forks in the
2018 Michelin guide - chef Pascal
Flécheau

2

2

3

4

5

6

MILKHOTEL

LA CROIX DE SAVOIE

CHALET ASCENSUS

RÉSIDENCES CGH

LA BERGERIE

“Ski in ski out” and stylish at
the foot of the ski slopes

The green hotel

Premium renovated farm

Comfortable mountain apartment

Traditional B&B

This hotel, situated on a plateau
overlooking the resort, is today
a exemplary tourism structure
for sustainable development: 1st
bioclimatic hotel in the Rhône
Alpes region and the 3rd in France.
The establishment nestles perfectly
into the vegetation surrounding
it. Sustainable architecture, low
energy buildings and biodiversity
conservation make the Croix de
Savoie more than just a hotel,
it is a living area committed to
respecting the balance of nature.
Night from 108€.

Xavier and Richard are the FrancoBritish hosts at Chalet Ascensus: an
old farm chalet dating back to 1877,
renovated to provide hotel services.
Après-ski can be spent relaxing in
the steam room, sauna and outdoor
hot tub with an excellent home-made
snack which you can order. Dinner
too can be ordered. To get to the
ski slopes: VIP private transport.
This cosy chalet, situated in a calm
setting beside a stream on treelined grounds is the ideal place
for those who wish to spend a week
living in a mountain chalet “home
from home”.
Week from 600€ per person.

For skiing holiday packages, book
a rental at CGH. Two resolutely
family friendly**** residences: Les
Chalets de Léana in the centre of the
village and Les Chalets de Jouvence
which are 8 small mountain chalets
at the foot of the ski slopes.
Decorated in stone and wood, these
two upmarket residences provide
fully equipped apartments. Extras?
These cosy mountain retreats each
have Ô des Cimes spas with indoor
pool, fitness room, steam room,
sauna and a range of treatments for
adults and children alike which were
designed to recuperate after a day’s
skiing.
Week from 1610€ (2 people / 4 people
Xmas 2019).

Home sweet home! Pauline and
Claude, the owners, are happy to
share their love of Les Carroz at
their traditional dwelling, ideal
for sampling the Haut Savoyard
lifestyle. Their motto: to make
you feel at home. Situated in the
centre of the village, this former
sheep barn renovated to proudly
display traditional chalet styles:
decorated balconies and mezzanines,
brushed timber, stone floor, open
fireplace and high-ceilinged main
room. Another plus point: the
hosts welcome holidaymakers in 4
languages: French, English, German
and Dutch.
Minimum 3 nights - week from 660€
(bedroom sleeping 3).

www.cgh-residences.com

www.labergerielescarroz.com

Overlooking the village, this
establishment wonderfully marries
modernity with the cosiness of
mountain chalets. The décor is
raw timber showcasing the clean,
minimalist and warm atmosphere, in
true Scandinavian “Hygge” tradition,
currently very much in vogue.
The restaurant’s sunny terrace is a
huge success with its gourmet menu,
from risottos to classic burgers
and barbecued meat (even in winter,
this is a must). A chic and relaxed
atmosphere in this hotel with 26
bedrooms including junior suites
which are ideal for families.
Night from 128€.
www.milkhotel.fr

www.lacroixdesavoie.com

www.chaletascensus.com

www.servages.com
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THE SUMMER PASS
So that summer holidays combine with a mountain of activities
going easy on the wallet!
30€ worth of activities included and numerous reductions.
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Nadine CARLE-EDGAR
+44 (0)7905 252460 – nadine@montagnes.uk.com
Mélanie IMBERTI - Les Carroz Tourist Office
+33 (0)4 56 12 80 02 – melanie@lescarroz.com
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